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sources of free materials are discussed with respect tc plailning,a,
d
play. Various aspects of design, including- ,elements .and principles,
of 1
sign, design tips, and arranging the designv.are provided with a
6-poi t.ichecklist and a'sample analysis. Techniques for constructing
the disflay--i.e the creation of_lettering, :materials and picture
selection, mounting vise4si and. attaching materials tc the'
boardare described. Quegtions are, given to use in evaluating the
content and the design gf 'the display, Ito determine' its effectivdness
in terms of the learning objectives and, the design. Lime drawings
illustrate the text,-and a list of 16 other sources of information Is
provided. (Cgr)
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Pieface

This handbook replaces "Better Bulletin Boards", which waswritten in 1960 by
J. Preston Lockridge ind illustrated by Gerda G. Mc Murry. inthis revised edition;
the author stresses two important aspects Of planning a bulletin board. First,
is a
systematic approach to the actual planning process. Secc *id, is the utilization of
basic principles of composition in designing visually effective displays. Both
aspects are important in organizing and evaluating the display.
In addition to identifying the various instructio al uses of a bulletin board
display, the author discusses the selection of mate ials and pictures; lettering,

illustrating, and mounting techniqUes; and methods for designing threedimensiOnal displays. Readers will also find
better bulletin board displays.

list of sources of information on
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Buelletin Board Displays_,
t

Introduction
...

/
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One okf th most common forms of media found in the classroom is the bulletin

board display. This resource is pot only used to make the classroom more
attractive, but if deSigned carefully, it can serve as an' enriching learning
experience, Both the teacher an the stLident should beCome actively involved in
the' planning and constructio of bulletin boards. Teachers can serve as

facilitators by providing stud nts'with topics and materials. Students can
organize and construct the de gn. All those involved Will be able to utilize their
intellectual judgment and their rtistic ability.
-

L
eacher Responsibility
q.

.

Although students may be actively involved in collecting, arranging, 'and
constructing materials for the display, the teacher has major responsibilities. The
teacher is the initiator of the .act for she or he decides what topic will be best
presented through the use of the bulletin board. The teacher will deterrnine'what
instructional objectives are to be met Finally, the teacher will guide the students
through their efforts to research, organize, and constructthe display. At times the
teacher may find it beneficial to take sole responsibility for designing the display,
for example, when limited time is a factor or when the display will introduce a unit
\of study. Ttie following is a list of personal responsibilities the teacher should

assume:

the systematic planning
Be able to demonstrate competen
and produbtion skills involVed 'in making a display.

Be aware of the various instructional uses of a bulletin board
display.

4, Be able to evaluate the effettiveness of a display in termsotthe
content and the design.
Be able to Provide adequate materials, equipmerit, and supplies
for lettering, mounting, and illustrating materials needed for the
display.

Be able.to _m aintain a picture file and be aware of possible
resources of visuals end information which can be used in

;

designing bulletin board displays.
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Instructional Uses

_./

Bulletin boards can serve a variety of instructional uses:

Displays are often used to stimulate student interest in new materials.

Introducing new boos which have recently come into a library or
presenting visuals to introduce a new unit are examples of displays
designed to arouse student curiosity.
Displays can facilitate the use O'f one of a kind or single copy items. This
provides students with equal access to materials.
Displays can also serve as areview for students. Upon completion of a unit,
student pictures, projects, and reports accomplished during their studies
can be displayed on the bulletin board. Items which represent the key
concept; taught in the unit will serve as a good revrev*.

Displays serve as a method for visualizing the content being studied. The

pictures presented can bring the outside world into the classroom by
providing students with visual representations of objects and people
which would not be available to them because of time, size, or location
constraints, The visualization is helpful in making abstract concepts more
concrete.
,

Displays can serve an aesthetic purpose. Teachers can make their
classroom environments much more appealing to sfudents..Atihdicates to

the students that the teacher cares abouttheir working environment by
providing a warm and inviting place to leak'.

taisplays can be time-saving devices by providing the teacher an
opportunity to display material that is important, but which cannot be
studied because of time constraints.
.

.

Displays can be used as,a communication device where students,learn
about school and cpmmunify events. Although this may not be the most

imaginative utilization of a bulletin board, it can save class time by
displaying announcements.

8
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Displays can serve Asa motivating learning experience henstudents are
given the oPpoctunitylo do the work. The experien can help students

exercise their creativity and develop visual skills. By carrying out the
research and by organtimg informatien, students will also learn 6ontent.
In addition to the academic rewards, designing a display can have
perronal rewards as 4ell As students direct their efforts toward/the final
goal, they learn respOnsibility and pride in their work. If they work Iry
groups, students learn cooperation. Active participation on at part of
students in display design is an effectiveteaching Strategy which teachers
should not ignore.

erleAgif&rz,ziwyr',%-rce.r.o.WL.E.4,...r,7
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LimitOions
MoSt of the limitations associated with the use of bulletin board
displays area function if teacher attitude, notthe medium. Whatever the
constraints, they usually can be overcome with a little ingenuity. Somet
common limitations include:
'

Lack ofFlexibilili. Using bulletin boards solely for announcements is a
limitin factor. A small announcement bulletin board near the classroom cpor is useful, however, there are better uses.

LaCktifA uttabte Surface. Many old school buildings do not have cork
bulletin bo rds, however, there are many materials which can be used

to construct display boards. Masonite, peg board, or composition
board can be used.
,

.

Limitations of the Medium. The major physical constraint of a bulletin
board is the fact that it is a tWoldimensional surface. It cannot display

--three-dimensional objects easily. There are other display materials
as peg board or hook and loop boards which can be used instead.

pother solutiorris to combine the displaywrth a tablesUrface.

,.ack W Teacher Understanding. Teachers often Complain that they do
not have the time or the skills` to design digplays. It does take /time to
carefully plan a display but if teachers would integrate displayynaking
as part of their instructional activities for students, the time would be
spent. The skills required to letter and design the display are easy
to achieve. There are numerous information sources on bulletin design
skills; some are provided at the end of this book:'

.J0
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Planning a'Display-

r
ft/

1

Planning a display so that it effectively communicates the intended message
"".takestime However, by-following a systematicapproach to planning; the process
will be simpler and will ensure that students will benefit. A systems approach..., /
involves sevetal stages:
4

s Determination of Content and Purpose
.

3,

,

Selection Of Materials and Resources

..

olf the Display.

-r
Construction of the Display
c

$
Evaluation of the Di Splay

--/

L
i 12.4
13-
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Content and Purpose
A teacher must first determine what thetopic will be and what will be the major
purpose of the display. This action involves several steps:

"1"--7
I

,

Determination of Content: What area of study is best suited
to the use of a display? It must be a topic where the combination
orverbal and visual materials are important to the understanding
of the content.

? Determination of Learning Objectives:. What will the
learners be expected to, do- after they view the display? Will the
display change an attitude, teac4 a procedure:4)r teach facrial
inf mation? Student attainment of the learning objectives serves
.as one measurement as tolhe effectiveness of the display.

Identification of-Audience: Who will be viewing the display
and what are their learning characteristics? This will help
determine what visuals and vocabulary to use. A display which is
designed to be beyond or below its viewer's abilities is useless:-

Detenniriation of-Suitability of Medium: Before beginning
the next phase, determine if a bulletin board display is really the
best way to present the information.

'13,
14
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Selection ofltesourceS
In the next stage, the teacher needs to determine what display resources are

available Usgally there are several types of display facilities available for
teachers touse boards in the classroom and library entrance hall display cases,
and corridor walls. The type of display area selected is based on the teacher's
Purpose and target audience. Where the display is located will also have an
impact onits'desi9n For example, a corridor is a busy place so any materials
placed on'display,there must convey their message at a glance of the viewer's
eye.

'Selection of Materials
With the learnin'g objectives in mind, the teacher can begin to generafe ideas
for the types of materials and pictures which would help convey the message.
Realia such as flowers, insects, and souvenirs collected by both students and
teachers can add visual interest to a display. The teacher and students can
produce materials such as charts, graphs, dustrations, and models. There are
also numerous commercially prepared materials ranging from brochures to
posters.

15
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Sources
Sources for display, materials are numerous and many are free for the asking.

A teachershouldIstablith a picture file to facilitate bulletin board construction.
Possible source f free material include:

.

Local service and community organizations: chamber of cornmerce, fire and police department, community health services,
historical societies and public service organizations,.
-

Gove nment agencies: state 'departments of tourism, conservation, griculture, etc. and Secretary of State; federal departments
of e pcation, health, park and re-creation services, agriculture,
etc.
Museums: both local, state and rational
'ravel agencies and-airline companies

Iv

Trade and industrybrganizations and profe;sional organizations:
National Dairy Association, American Dental Association, etc.

17
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Designing -the Displak

P.

To-be effective a display must-45 severai-things. First, it must attract the
viewer's attention: Second, it must focus the viewer's attention on the imporlant
facts illubtrated in the display. Finally, the design must hold the viewer's attention
long enough for the viewer to receive the intended message. This may seem to
be a difficult task, however, if one is aware of the principles used in design, the
task is simplified. The principles that serve as basic guidelines include balanCe,
contrast, emphasis, unity, movement, simplicity, and harMony.

Elements
.
\
The principles of design are achieved by manipulating the elements-of- design.

The elements are th.a tools or objects used to arrange the area within a
composition. These elements include the following:

\

Line is one- dimensional, it has the characteristics of thickness or
thinness and direction (horizontal, vertical, diagonal).

Space is usually thought' of in terms of positive and negative
,,s-p-a-c-6. Positive space is the (Led area of the composition and
egative,space is the unused area.

Shape is two-dimensional; it has height and width.
Form is three - dimensional; it has.height, width, and depth.
Value is the lightness or darkness of an object and usually refers
to the shades of grey between the values of white and black.

Color is the hue of an object.

Texture is the roughness or smoothness of an object.

18
20
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Principles.of Design

Balance
Balance involves the arrangement of visual weights so that
there is a feeling of equilibrium
between two sides of a design

when divided in half. Formal
balance occurs when the visual

0.12:*424-4,
:-

weights are identical or symmetrical. Informal balance oc,
cure wheh objects of differing
weights are used, for example, a
large object can be balanced by

.

placing to gmaller objecteon
the other side, Both positive and

,

negative-space are considered
when trying to achieve balance.

Informal

Contrast
Contrast refers to the design;
characteristics which cause an

object to stand out or to be

separated from the background. It can be achieved
through contrasting size,
shape, color, tekture, and value.

19
21

Simplicity
The simplicity orcomplexity of a

design is determined by the
number of elements used in the

composition. The_age and in-,
tellectual level of the viewer can

determine the simplicity of a
design. A complek design is not
bad, as long as the elements do

,Simple

not interfere with the intended
message.

.
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Emphas
The principle of emphasis is
operating when important parts

of ,a design 'are highlighted.

Emphasis can be achieved--

-14)EsTwt Amy

through the useof arrows, -large
shapes, 'Might cold and
contrast.i:-

20
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fie princi
achieved by
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unity is

rranging and-

selecting objects which make
the composition work together

Cl

as a unit. Thematic unity'occurs
when a design is built around a

theme. Physical unity occurs

when the elements are tied

_Theniatic

together through the use of line:

overlapping, repetition, and
,p I a c..e m e

.

of-able asdn a

Ptedia Cenier

common background.

6
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m

_
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Arc.

In:s

Physical

i6rmony.
Harmony occurs when all the
elements of a design go well
together. There is no disc'ord in
the:display. Color and shape are
the elements used most often to
create harmony.

23
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Movement
Movement refers to The pattern

followed by the viewer's eye
when ,scanning the design.
Movement cap' pe`foreated
L
through the use'df rhythmic

lines and shapes, use , Of
numbers, and plaCement of
bright colors throughout the
display. Common methods of
arranging eye movement is to
place materials left to right, top

to bottom. Variations on letter
patterns such as N, S, T, and Z

are also ways of creating eye
movement.
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Design Tips

.

Use bold captions which involve
the viewer, like asking a question.

Use manipulative or threeti

dimensional devices.

13AcitHAND-SMING6

Place a borderaroupd the display
to focus: the viewer's attention on
the desigri.

I

)iV

Pay attention to eye movement;

the viewer's eye should be led
through the display so that the,
parts are viewed in a logical'
sequence.

25
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MODERN BUSINESS

*CHINES
Bright colors or large centers of
interest such a'a cartoon character attract atteritionAnd can
emphasize key items.

Use -repetition of color, shape,
and texture to create unity.

Group related objects together
since this will help theLyjewerto
discriminate between similarities
and differences. It also indicates
relationships.

Use redundancy by including
both pictorial and .verbal descriptions of the idea. Or present

the information by allowing
students to use several sensory.
sight, sound, touch.

26
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;

Keep the design and iikistrations

as simple as Possible without
jeopardizing the intended message. Too much xletail ()Loom'
plexity can confuse the viewer.

Use cueing, devices such as
bright colors, arrows, and underlining to clatify information.
Make sure these, are appropriately placed.

i
Position figures

r 'characters,

facing into the desig so that they
guide the viewer's e e from one
Material to another.

C

,

Use no more thanthree colors as
a color scqeme. Too many colors

can be dverwhelming for the
viewer.

25
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Use three-dimensional elements
to create visual interest. lis easy

to 'create a three-dimensional
display using cut mat board and

tie as a hinge.
v

_------

DO WE
BUY
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Arranging' the DeMgn.
,,One of the best ways to plan a design is to use thurrillnail sketches, These
represent rough layouts of the display done to scale. Make several, usinglolored
pencils or markers. Consider where the visuals and lettering should be placed,
then analyze the design in terms of the principles used. To get ideas fo,r possible
layouts, look at magazines because their layouts are done by deSigntpeciaV.
.

.

Once the design is decided upon, pre-arrange the Material on a table or on the
floor. There is still time to acid or eliminate materials before they are permanently

put in place. Remember o analyze the design in terms of the principles of
balance, contrast, simplicity, emphasis, unity, harmony, and movement. Tlfe
following checklist will aid in the analysis.

.-

,
-

i

\
,
-

---------

\
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Design 'Check-List
1

-

Is the design simple without jeopardizing important components?

Is the design balanced? _Informal 'h-Formal.

Is the central theme emphasized" _Are key items or ideas
emphasized? In what way?

_Shape _Size.

Color _Arrows

Placement

....

4

Does the design hay.e unity?

Thematic

Physical

.,

Was unity created through _Repetition _,..._Overlapping

_Borders
5

:"

.

;

...
is there sufficient contrast? What elements are manipulated
to
create contrast?
'.,

_ Shape `, _ Line _ Color Value L

_LForm
6

Texture

Is the design harmonious? What elements have been usedto create

harmony"

Color _Shape

.10/1/1/111

A

'

Example Analysis
-v

This simple design is infortally balanced. Key items are emphasized by the use
of a* large figure pointing to the central idea of the display: "Simple Machines."
Unity is created physically by the repetition of rectangular shapes, by-the use of
a are enclo 'sing the shapeq, and by the overlapping of the lion's paw Aver the
enclosing line. Contrast is created by the use of differeAvalues The design is
harrribnious because there is no- discord in the display.

29
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Constructing the Displ

IConstructing the display involves the creation of lettering, materials and
picture selection, mounting visuals anckattaching materials to the board.

$41

Lettering
The verbal elements used in a bulletin board display are an integral part of the

design. Therefore, careful selection and execution of captions and titles are
important. Illegible lettering and awkWard word combinatlOns cannot only
destroy a well designed display,, but may actually interfere with the learning
pcgential of the display. The lettering style selected should colifflbute to the unity
titthe display and above all be legible.

31 28

Legibility
The factors whiCh determine whether or not a word can be read include).'`

...

Size: Large bold letters attract attention and are useful for titles
and captions. Letter size should decrease in accordance with the
decreased importance of the verbal message.
9

Style: Seleciotyle which is compatible with the overall theme of
the display. Gothic letters which are &uniform in thickness are
appropriate for textual information. Decolative letters are goodior

titles and -captions. To assure legibility be careful to select
decorative letters which are not extreme departures from the
basic letter forms. Also, avoid using too many styles on one
display.

Contrast: There should be sufficient contrast between the letter
color and.the backgrourid upon which it is placed, for example,
white letters on a dark blue badkground are easy to read. If there
is insufficient contrast, the letters will be diffibult to read.

4, Spacing: Spacing between letters should be done optically.
This ovcurs when a letter is placed next to another based on a
balancite between the. visual Weights of each letter. Spacing
between Words'is important also. Words must be spaced so they
read separately as words, but without being so far apart that they
do not make a sentence. Spacing between lines of text must be far
enough apart to make room for ascending and descending letters.

29
.1
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Captions
Captions should be brief and limited to key words or phrases. Words or
vocabulary should reflect the subject matter and the intended audience.
Questiciris are useful in involving the audience. Forceful, clear and direct
statements have more impact than long sentences. Remember that the captions
are not only informational, they are a visual element as well, so play with a variety
of letter styles.

ii GrE3g
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Lettering Techniques
There are three categories of lettering techniques available to the teacher.
and lettering, mechanical lettering, and commercial lettering. Each category
has its advantages and disadvantages. Most require some skill on the part of the
teacher. ,..

Hand Lettering: This method requires some ski The proceis can be time
Co nsuming, butthis type of letteringiscreativeand inex

made procedures are illustrated. Speedball pen
-common hand lettering tools.

nsive. A varietrof hand-

elt tips, and brushes are

)

o

_____',14,

31
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Mechanical Lettering: This method requires a writing implement and a letter

guide of some sort. Mechanical letters are uniform in size and can be relatively
professional in appearance. After the initial investment of pens and guides, there
is little expense attached to this method. Types of mechanical lettering devices
include: stencils, rubber stamps, template and scriber, and steel brush and
guide.

Commercial Lettering: For the teacher who has little time and whipdoes not
mind the expense, commercial lettering is the answer. These are pre-made
letters which are purchased from art and school supply stores. Commerc'
lettering types include: three-dimensional letters made from cork, plastic, or

ceramic tile; vinyl letters that have an adhesive back, paper gummed back letters
that become sticky when wet; and wax dry transfer letters that can be trartSferred
to paper by rubbing All of these types come in a variety of sizes, colors, styles and

'prices.

35
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Picture and Materials Selection
Pictu s
Pictures used on bulletin boards not only help to stimulate student interest, but
pictures 'so help students remember verbal information. Simple` line drawings
which eli mate extraneous detail can be more effective at conveyidg information
than re istic photographs. Color can add interest, but it can also interfere with
impo nt concepts if it is not relevant. Thus, pictures must be selected with the
ning objettive in mind. .
Teachers and students can produce their own visual materials by using several
simple techniques. If it is desirable to enlarge an image, an opaque projector can
be used. Any projector will enlarge so it is also possible to project and trace slides
and overhead transparencies. Tracing paper is useful when the image does not
need to be enlarged or reduced.

Materials
Background materials used on 1:::\illetin boards are numerous The possibilities
include: cork, corrugated cardboard, colored paper, maps, carpet, crepe paper,

burlap, fabric, wallpaper, fish net, etc. A teacher is only limited by his or her'
imagination when it comes to selecting backgrounds.
Mat board can be used to create thr e-dimensional displays. It comes in a variety
of textures and colors. Mat board is e ily cutwith a utility knife, thus, it is possible
can be made to help hold up the display
to create a variety of shapes. Evgh ea

,
36
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Mounting Materials
it

It is a good idea to mount pictures or other flat materials on some type of
mounting board. Mounting boards protect the materials and serve as frames for
the pictures. Mounted pictures are also easier to view, handle, and file. Pictures
mounted on colored backgrounds using unusual shapes and textures help make

displays moreattractiie.

/

,

In selecting colors, choose a background color which causes the picture
to
stand out This can be done by playing on a color highlighted in the picture,
or by
using a color which is within the same color range. When using a group of
pictures together, select a color which looks good with all the pictures.
This will
help create unity Materials which can be used for mounting include. illustration
board, mat board, cardboard, poster and rail board.

Permanent versus Temporary Mounts
One may choose betweeri permanent and teT,gorary mounting techniques. If
a teacher wants the flexibility-to reorganize pictures, then a temporary mounting
technique may be.useful. Materials which can be used in temporary mounting
include: rubber cement, paste, masking tape, cellulose tape, staples, andtglue
stick. These are easy to use, inexpensive and readily available at art and school
supply stores.

34
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Permanent Mounting Techniques
Rubber cement:

6.

1.-Cover the back of the picture and the

area,of the mount board where the
picture will be -placed with rubber
cement.

-27-When -the rubber cement is dry, carefully position the icture over the
the top of the
mount board. Tou

of the rubber
cement on the mount board and
wtly lay the picture down. Smooth-

picture to the t

froth-the top down.

3. Any excess, rubber cement can be'
remdvecElvith I hardened ball of°
rubber Cement!.

38

Dry,Mounting

1. Dry mounting tissue is a heat sensitive'

adhesive that can be used to make
permanent mounts. Cut the tissue
larger than the untrimmed visual and
tackthe tissue-to tti'e.baCkof the visual
with an iron (pet on rayon or low).
.

--

2. Trim both the tissue and the visual.

3. Position the, visual on the mount
board. Place:a piece of protective

sit

paper over the edge of the visual and
tack the visual to the board.

3s

4. Place the protective paper over the
entire visual and run the iron over the

-surfaceStroke slowly, 'moving the
iron from the centerof the visual to the

edge until the visual has adhered to
the board.

5. Place the mounted visual under some
heavy objects until cool.

Attaching Materials

,

A grektv.ariety of devices are available for attaching materials to the display. The
teacher should keep in mind that whatever is used should not detract from the
display and should not destroy the bulletin board surface. The following is a list

of possiblmater'ials:
Straight or 'common pins
Cellulose and masking tape (some are double coated)

` Tacks (for heavier materials)

Staples and T pins "Stick tack," a material whibh,is sticky on both sides.
Bulletin board wax
"Velscro" which is a hook and loop material

-

A
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Evaluation
Evaluation is an important stage in the systematic planning of a bulletin board
display. Now is the time to determine the effectiveness of the display in terms
of
the learning objeotives and the design. The entire class can beinvolved in the,
evaluation. Students can be tested for knowledge gained or they can be asked to
critiqUe the display.

Evaluation of Content
Does the display

motivate action, or stimulate curiosity?
use material which is accurate, rele,vant and up-to-date?
eliminate unnecessary detail?

present well organized information which is not only clear and
simpI6, but supportive of the learning objectives?
41,

Evaluation of the Design
Does the display

attract, hold, and focus attention?
manipulate the eleme9ts and principles of design to create an
aesthetically pleasing/effect?
have verbal materials which support the visual statements?
have legible lettering?

39
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Sources of Information
Aubrey, Ruth. Selected Free Materials for Classroom Teachers Fearon,
Belmont, California (revised biannually).
Bron, Lewis & Harcelroad. AV Instruction. Technology, Media, and Methods,
MTGraw Hill Inc., 1977.

Coplan, Kate and Rosenthal, Constance. Guide to Better Bulletin Boards,
Oceana Publications, 1970.

Educators Guide to Free Mahirials, Educators Guide to Frei; Social Study
Materials, and Educators Guide to Free Curriculum Materials Educators
Progress Service, Randolph, Wisconsin.
Free and Inexpensive Learning Materials. George Peabody College, Division.of
Surveys and Field Services, Nashville, Tennessee, 37203
Garvey, Mona. Teaching Displays. Their Purpose, Construction, and Use Shoe
I
String, 1972.
Gilmore, Frederick. A Guide to Making a Display. RISE W Ili
District, Williamsport, Par, 1975.

sport Area Schlool

Good Work Bulletin Boards,pook and IDEA Book, Trend Enterprises, Inc P 0
Box 3073, St. Paul, Mn. 55165
Horn, George F. Posters. Designing, Making, Reproductions Davis PUblicatiOns,
1966.

Horn; George F. Visual Communications, Bulletin Boards, Exhibits, and Visual
Aids. Davis Publications, 1973.

Kemp, Herrold. Planning an P-rducing Audiovisual Materials. Thomas J
Crowell, 1980.

Minor, Ed. Handbook for Preparing yisual Media, McGraw Hill, 1978.
Teaching Materials. Chandler,
Morland, John E. Preparation of
1973.

Randall, Reino, and Haines. Bulletin' Board and Displays. Davis Publications,
1961.

Vertical File Index, H.W. Wilson, New York.

Warren, Jefferson T. Exhibit Methorls\ Sterling, 1972.
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Other Publications of

the Film Library

Basic Design and Utilization of Instructidnal Television, 2nd
Edition

Designing Instructional Visuals: Theory, domposition,
Implementilion
.

EdUtational Displays and Exhibits
Lettering Techniques
Local Production Techniques'
.The.Overhead System,2nd Edition
Models for Teaching

Productiortof 2 i1nch Slides

.

"oit.:

'The T.ape Recorder, 2nd Edition
ing Tear Sheets
In trubtional Display Boards
.
.,
..
Pu lications are available for $2.50 each plus $1.00 handm.
lin ..Tlierentire set of twelve is available.at the discounted
pri e sof $24.95. Texas residents add 5% sales tax. Your

ins itutional purchase order or prePayment must accompa
your request. Orders under $10.00 must be prepaid.
SS ry, no returns or cOmplimentary copies available. Foreign
cu timers must include payment for postage. All foreign
o ers must be prepaid in U.S. currency. Free descriptive
broChure avallabl upon request.'
.

The Film Library also has available forrental.15mm educetional films. These films are distributedttiroughout the U.S.
Fora catalog of films available, send your remittance of $2.5p
for each-copy desired. Write:Theit,Iniversity of Texas at'Austin

General Libraries/Fi#Library
.Bbx W
Austin,,Texas 78712
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